EDITORIAL
As winter approaches once again most residents of Thriplow will be contemplating
Christmas. The Society will again place an illuminated Christmas Tree outside the Village
Hall for all to enjoy. It should be lit during Advent and extinguished for Twelfth Night. A
Happy Christmas to all our members!
Many of us have been much exercised recently by the surprise announcement of a proposal
to move Marshalls of Cambridge, a large engineering works concerned principally with
aeronautical engineering and the refitting of large aircraft. The works is sited, close to
Cambridge Airport on Newmarket Road and necessarily uses the runways there. The
proposal is to transfer the works - lock, stock and barrel to the Duxford site at Heathfield
and adjacent to the Imperial War Museum overlapping onto the fields of Thriplow, with the
A505 being re-routed round the Thriplow side of Heathfield. Obviously this would impact
seriously on Heathfield (250+ houses) and Thriplow and all neighbouring villages.
Duxford’s runway would be extended and probably new ones constructed; an increase in
aircraft noise is inevitable.
Why this upheaval? It stems from the need to increase housing stock for the city of
Cambridge, and the open space of the present Cambridge airfield is one of the few open
spaces that are deemed suitable for further housing, and this would be added to the land
now occupied by the North Works of Marshalls. It is not clear whether the management or
the work-force of 7,000 of Marshalls wishes to move, and moreover the proposal was
published before the local District Council had time to discuss it. It seems to stem mainly
from an ad hoc commercial company who are interested in the work that would be
generated by such a move.
Thriplow Society has responded to this initiative by stressing the environmental damage
that would be caused by such a move; we have written both to the Chief Planning Officer,
and appropriately to the executive managing the Plan for East Cambridgeshire, as the
preliminary changes are contingent on work being carried in that planning Area. Members
are encouraged to consider the matter carefully, and if they believe it will help, to lodge a
complaint as soon as possible, and to make their views known to both Andrew Lansley,
M.P. for our constituency, and to Anne Campbell M.P. for Cambridge.
And A Happy NewYear!
Peter Speak and Shirley Wittering, Joint Editors
STOP PRESS: We are dismayed to learn of the attack on our Post office and Village
Stores, and wish Mr and Mrs Patel and their family all the best for a trouble-free Christmas
period.

RESTORATION OF THE GARAGE OF 24 MIDDLE STREET

Front of garage showing large post supports. Post hole at back of garage

This summer we undertook the replacement of our garage roof and floor. The garage consists
of Clunch walls on two elevations, modern brick on two others with a large modern garage
door. The elevation facing the road once had an opening, now bricked up. We understand that
this door opening had been in use during WW2 when our garage housed the Thriplow fire
engine.

The works to the roof involved the replacement of the heavy 1970s concrete roof tiles that
had caused the roof timbers to give way. This involved the roof falling towards the road and
had only been prevented from total collapse by the intervention of the street lighting column.
Fortunately, we could reuse the existing roof timbers and during this process we discovered
that the two “A” frames had Roman numerical markings. This suggested that the structure, or
at least part of it, had greater antiquity than had previously been thought.

The works to the floor involved the removal of the decayed modern concrete. This exposed
the original floor that consisted of limestone hardcore (clunch). The completion of this
process exposed a number of post holes. Along the front of the garage we found the base of
three uprights that confirmed that the structure had previously been an open fronted building
or Hovel. The floor, surprisingly, sloped to the rear. Also the Clunch floor failed to reach this

wall by about one metre. This trench when opened was filled with topsoil. We feel that this
had possible acted as a soak away for the livestock waste products.

The post holes, once excavated had a depth of 17 inches and were four in number. We can
only surmise as to their use, but old photographs and the 1840 Enclosure map show that the
garage was once part of a longer range of buildings and would have housed all manner of
livestock and implements. Perhaps the post supported fencing to separate sows from their
litter or cows from suckling calves.

During excavations we unearthed numerous horse shoes and one jar of veterinary medicine
self stamped ‘Sampson Bennett, Veterinary Surgeon, Cambridge’.

John Daniel
Middle Street

Garage of 24 Middle Street from Enclosure map 1840 showing barns

A NOVICE IN THRIPLOW SMITHY

Lewis Stone in the Smithy with Simon Parkinson on Bellows 1970s
It was my first year of teaching when a number of new friends came to visit Thriplow during
the newly conceived Daffodil Weekend. We enjoyed the stroll around the houses and
gardens, peeps into prominent peoples’ parlours and the smithy. This was a place I had not
been into before. Fred Gambie was on a stool by the door. He stood occasionally to work the
bellows and put some life into the dull fire. The tools stood idle and the smith’s place by the
anvil was empty. As often happens, I spoke without any fore-thought and offered to fill the
role of blacksmith the next year.
On my teacher’s training course at Shoreditch College, one of the tutors had recommended
blacksmithing as a worthwhile part of school metalwork. At first I resisted as it meant getting
my hands dirty, but eventually I acquainted myself with some of the principles and
techniques of the craft, as well as aspects of ironwork design. What I liked about the work
was its directness and the chance it gave for everyday objects to be stylish and beautiful.
There was no machinery involved. Very little came between the hand and the material,
though when being worked, the steel (not iron) was hot enough to burn anything combustible
that came too near. It was also hard, so a hammer was needed to squeeze it to shape as it
rested on the one-and-a-half hundredweight anvil. The whole exercise was an extreme
example of domestic pastry work. The same rules and many of the techniques applied, but
required more heat and muscle power.
In Thriplow smithy, the fire lay in a brick hearth, the fuel being small coke. Air under
pressure from the generous bellows was fed to the heart of it, with the potential to raise its
temperature to well over a thousand degrees. But my problem was always getting the fire
started. However many attempts I made with paper, wood and soft coal, it was hard to get
the coke really alight. It was frustrating! No fire, no softening the steel, no results no
satisfaction. But gradually I got the knack.

The design of ironwork is not difficult. A small number of motifs can bring attractive results.
Unlike woodwork where so much is parallel and straight and square, ironwork makes much
use of curves, tapers and twists. My own preference is for ironwork that looks part of the
natural world, as though it has grown, and with a definite right way up and wrong way up.
The size of steel strip chosen for the job is important. The finished work must neither look as
though it is made of spindly twigs, nor of tree trunks. Most shaping is done with the hammer
while the metal is glowing and soft, before it cools to dull red and tough. Timing is important
when leaving the metal in a hot fire. Once the forging temperature is reached, it takes only
another minute before the metal melts like a sparkling icicle. A slight loss of concentration
and the metal is lost. Curves are made by tapping the strip over the beak at the end of the
anvil. Tapers are hammered out on the flat top. Decorative scrolls can be used effectively, but
have become a real cliché in much mass produced work. Where pieces are to be joined, a
hole is made in one piece, using a hammer and spike, which fits into the narrowed end of the
other piece, in a variation on a wood work joint. The protruding end is then hammered down.
This is another example of the directness that I like.
The temperature of the metal does raise problems. A long piece which is hot at one end can
be held by hand at the other, but short pieces need to be held in tongs. Even then it can jump
out when hit by the hammer. Blows to the metal often cause sparks to spurt in all directions,
so it is wise to wear a heavy leather apron. This need was well illustrated in a local school,
when a lad who was working with his back to me suddenly turned to talk to me while holding
his red-hot length of steel. It passed through the leg of my one-week- old trousers making as
clean a slash as if he had used a sharp sword. It became a useful teaching point! On another
occasion, ten year old Chris Pointon walked in through the door and in one unexpected
movement put his finger on some glowing steel and asked what I was doing with it. There
was a Psst! sound and a small puff of smoke rose from his finger-tip. I grabbed his hand to
look at the injury and was relieved to see only the tiniest spot of roast flesh. I don’t know
whether it was his automatic recoil or my shout that saved it from being worse. Another
lesson!
From 1970 for several years I worked in the smithy at Daffodil Weekends making a range of
items for visitors to see. These included fire screens, plant troughs, wall brackets, and a sixfoot garden gate. At times the building was in semi-darkness, yet the glowing work provided
its own illumination. On no occasion could I have managed on my own so I was always
grateful for the help of one of a group of willing young lads such as Carl Start, Simon
Waterfall, Andrew Gillett, Simon Parkinson, Martin Pointon and others. Their tasks were to
keep the fire up, hold lengths of metal as I punched holes, or even just to go and find some
tea in the middle of the afternoon. I always thought it important to display a chalk drawing of
the work in hand for spectators to make some sense of the stages of the work, and people
would often return once or twice to see how it was progressing.
I did toy with the idea of a full time life of forging (not forgery), but the smithy was a dreary
place to spend a cold wet silent afternoon. Daffodil Weekends with its interested crowd of
viewers was exceptional. I think it was the element of display I enjoyed.
Lewis Stone

SOME THRIPLOW CHARACTERS
Every village has its special characters who are remembered for various reasons; perhaps for
their appearance, their unusual personality, for a nickname, a particular occasion, or a special
event. Our readers may recall some, or all, of the following persons who are listed in no
particular order.
Ivy Lawrence who lived in the Heath Farm cottages along the A505. She was for a long
time the ‘paper lady’ who cycled to the shop in Fowlmere to collect the daily papers before
they were available from the stores in Thriplow. Then, come rain or shine, wind or snow, she
would cycle around the village in a voluminous cloak, pushing the dailies through letter
boxes. She had a strong constitution and a dark complexion as though she came from
Romany stock. In her later years, life was a little easier as she moved to one of the cottages
along the former Crouchman’s Lane before the cottages fell down and the best of the building
materials were used to construct the present house occupied by Baroness Betty Boothroyd.
Ivy is mentioned by Pete Lawrence in his article on the Heath Farm Cottages in the Journal
for Spring 2002 (vol.9/1).
Sid Badcock who lived in one of the pair of cottages along Church Street which have now
been converted into Daffodil Cottage. Sid worked on the land all of his life, principally for
Thriplow Farms, until he retired and moved to a bungalow off the Lawns in Whittlesford. He
was great supporter of Thriplow Church, a member of the PCC, in charge of mowing the
churchyard, but best remembered for his skill in tolling the church bells. Before the bells
were restored and augmented it was Sid’s task to call the parishioners to service by ringing
the three workable bells. He had a bell in each hand and one attached by the bell-rope to his
foot! He could then give a triple ring without assistance and to the amusement of the early
members of the congregation, for the ringing took place in the crossing in full view of all. His
wife, Win, still lives in the bungalow in Whittlesford; she was a great supporter of Church
fetes and has been organiser for many years of the Over-60’s in Thriplow.

Sid Badcock (front left) at Thriplow School around 1916

Sid Freeman was known to older members of the present village when he acted as both
milkman and coalman. At that time he lived in the old dairy which has now become part of
the house, near the Village Hall, occupied by Tim and Alice Holmes,. He had cows in the
meadow and a small milk round. From there he moved to the end cottage (nearest to the
road), of Church Farm at the end of Church Lane and the Howe family lived in the rest of the
building. It is now the home of Ken and Valerie Joysey. Many of the children catching the
bus in the 1970s from the shelter opposite to Sid’s house would recall him as a frightening
image. He was tall and stocky with closely cropped hair, giving so much the appearance of a
ruffian as depicted in films. He had a close resemblance to the convict in the opening frames
of Great Expectations, and seemed to live up to the part. He would open his little window
and berate the schoolchildren in the choicest language before the Cambridge bus arrived. He
spent his last days in a retirement home in Sawston.
‘Soot’ Smith, properly called ‘Arthur’, but known to everyone as ‘Soot’. He lived with his
wife ‘Eva’ in Sheralds Croft for most of his Thriplow days and worked on the land as an
agricultural labourer. There was nothing that he could not do in this connection, and he was
always very busy. In the evening and, at weekends, he could be seen trundling along on his
bicycle to tend some resident’s garden, work his allotment, bring round a rabbit, or a brace of
pheasants, for ‘the missus’. At lunchtime and some evenings he could be found habitually in
the Green Man, always enjoying either a brown ale or a Guinness; he was not a ‘bitter’ man.
When he left school his first job was on the Fowlmere water-cress beds. He would be up
before light had properly dawned, and cycle to the beds between Fowlmere and Shepreth and
there in standing water cut a daily supply of water-cress so that the lorries could be loaded for
Covent Garden in London. He was always in demand as a good ‘beater’ for the winter
‘shoots’ that took place in those days, for pheasants, partridge, rabbits and hares, and wore a
large coat with an inside pocket to safely conceal any ‘poacher’s perks’ that might be
available. He told the tale that as a boy he would go snaring larks on the Moors at Heathfield,
and these delicacies would be sent to the large hotels in London. His last days, after his wife
died, were spent in the Retirement Home in Melbourn.
Cecil Gambie, lived in the house along Church Street now considerably restored and altered,
and occupied by Sean MacGarry and his family. The house was much too big for Cecil and
he used only one sitting room, and the back kitchen, after his wife died quite early in his
marriage. The sitting room had a large ‘kitchener’ range, always on the go, so that the place
was unbearably hot and stuffy in the summer. He had the habit of allowing his hens and their
chicks to live with him in this room, along with his dog which shared his bed at night-time.
The hens would roost on an old jardinière on a chest of drawers nearby. For Cecil the great
advantage of this house was its very long garden which stretched back to the hedge along
from the Church. Cecil would cultivate all this piece of land with an abundance of excellent
produce to sell or give away, and his dog had a good run for exercise. Most evenings and at
weekend lunchtimes Cecil could be found in the Green Man, and always with his dog, which
ran along side him or perched in his bicycle basket. His was a ‘tied cottage’ and he felt
obliged to keep working on the land well after retirement age; he was still driving a tractor in
his eighties and was awarded a long service medal at the East of England Show.

Sid Burton was one of a long line of village Postmasters and owner of the village stores.
There are still a few residents who remember one of Sid’s predecessors, John Softly who ran
the shop in the 1920s and rode a tricycle around the village. Mr Softley lived with his sister
in the bungalow just behind the war memorial and she was in charge of the Sunday School in
the former chapel along Fowlmere Road (where today the Axe family live). Sid Burton was
born in London; coming home on leave during the war he found that his home was
completely destroyed and many of his family killed. Sid came to Thriplow after the war,
having spent a few years with his family in Uruguay, South America. He took over the
village stores and Post Office, which he ran with his wife, Brenda. The stores had been part
of the Co-operative Society Stores of Cambridge and had part- time assistants, but gave a full
range of services. Sid developed part of the land to build a house, a chalet bungalow, which is
now a private residence. Sid had an early interest in foreign languages and spoke both
Spanish and German; he was employed as a translator for part of the war. Afterwards he went
to Montevideo in Uruguay as a representative of Chaseside Engineering, near Ware in
Hertfordshire, a firm which specialised in the construction of earth-moving equipment, but he
also had an undercover role, for the UK Government, observing the movements of former
German combatants who had emigrated to South America. For this he was awarded the
OBE, although he always said that it was The Queen’s Award for Industry. Whilst living here
he acted as part-time, evening class tutor in German and Spanish at Melbourn Village
College. He moved to Whittlesford for a short time, and then to Great Shelford. He died in
1989.
Of other notables we could mention Sir Gordon Richardson, Governor of the Bank of
England, who rented the Dower House in Lower Street in the 1960s, the internationally
renowned artist David Hockney-who lived for a short period in Thriplow Farms, and, of
course today’s residents, Gerry Coulson, one of Britain’s best known commercial artists, and
Dame Betty Boothroyd, formerly Speaker of the House of Commons.
Peter Speak

TREES OF THRIPLOW
5. The Dying Elms of Thriplow

5. The Dead and Dying Elms by the Green.
When I joined the Forestry Commission in 1950, one of the first Research Papers to
come my way was about Dutch Elm Disease. This was the first outbreak of the 20th Century
which came to Britain from Holland in 1927. It had limited effect because it was a nonaggressive strain. Reading this paper was a bit like reading about the First World War; it was
history, no-one thought it would happen again. But it did!
The strain which came to this country in the late 1960s was a different matter. It was
imported from the U.S.A. in unpeeled logs and was so virulent that by 1977 some 50% of the
elms in Southern England are estimated to have been killed. The disease is caused by a
fungus and would not be so much of a problem if it were not for the elm bark beetles
(Scolytus) which carry it from tree to tree.
When we moved to Thriplow in 1977, the disease was well-established here. Some of the fine
big elms were standing dead on their feet waiting their turn to be felled. Until recently, large
stumps could be seen in various parts of the village notably in Narrow Lane and at the top
end of Church Street.
I do not think a year has gone by since, without trees and hedgerow saplings dying as shown
in the photograph. 2004 has been quite bad. But we still have a lot of our elm hedges which
the beetles do not seem to take to so readily. Elms put up suckers and that helps to keep the
species going. The important thing is to cut down infected trees and saplings as soon as
yellowing leaves are seen and burn them.
At the peak of the disease, the Forestry Commission had inspectors who examined cargos of
imported elm timber and one day an inspector was called to a U.S. airbase where several
crates full of elm logs with the bark still on had been seized. Apparently a U.S. airman just
posted to this country had brought some firewood with him in case it was cold here!
Bill Wittering, Tree Warden for Thriplow

THRIPLOW SCHOOL REGISTER 1904

One hundred years ago there were over one hundred children in Thriplow’s school; today
there are 97, but we must remember that those 100 children all come from within the village.
I thought it might be interesting to look at the entries in the School Log Book for that year.
September 28th 1903 – Opened school today after seven weeks holiday – 104 were present.
October 2nd – attendance this week has been very good except this afternoon when eight boys
were kept at home from school. They were employed by the farmers. Average 103.
October 23rd. – two children have whooping cough.
November 6th – Attendance this week has been poor owing to several children having
whooping cough.
November 15th – In the infant room nearly half the children absent through illness.
November 20th – A good many of the infants have got whooping cough and are unable to
attend.
December 10th – School closed from tonight by medical authority. A great many of the
children have whooping cough.
1904 January 11th – Reopened school this morning – 100 being present. Miss Lofts again
resumed duty.
January 22nd. – Some of the infants are still away owing to illness.
January 29th – No Visitor has been in the school since it re-opened three weeks ago.
February 5th – Visit of Austin Keen, County Education Secretary. Average attendance 86.
March 31st – School closed on Good Friday and Easter Monday.
April 8th – The children from one house have been unable to attend owing to measles in the
house.
April 26th – Marked registers at one o’clock this afternoon – intending to dismiss the children
at three.

May 6th – The Rev E W J Hellins visited and took the senior children for military drill in the
Yard.
July 8th – Some of the infants absent through whooping cough.
July 22nd – A whole family absent through whooping cough. A holiday was given on
Thursday for the ‘Flower Show’.
July 29th – School closed today for the Harvest holidays.
September 12th – Reopened school today.
October 22nd – Summary of H M Inspector’s Report.
Mixed School: The teaching in this school is bright and intelligent, and the children are well
behaved and attentive. Good progress is being made in all subjects.
Infant Class: This class has been well conducted and some very good work has been done in
spite of overcrowding and a severe epidemic amongst the children. The proposed extension
of this room will be a great boon.
The recognised accommodation has again been exceeded during the last year notwithstanding
the warning given in the last annual report. Plans of the proposed enlargement should be
submitted to the Board of Education through the Local Education Authority without delay.
The Grant will be seriously endangered if the accommodation is again exceeded.
Average attendance, Mixed, 63.2 Infants, 34.4
Total Grant £109-6-0
Principal Teacher, Miss Isabella Walker
Assistants, Miss A M Lofts and Miss A James
C J Hellens, Chairman (signed)
November 25th – Attendance not so good this week owing to stormy weather.
December 15th – Attendance this week very poor owing to many children having influenza.
School closed today by medical authority.
Later in the year the school was closed again, this time owing to Scarlet Fever!
Shirley Wittering

GLEANINGS
Thanks to John Daniels for the gift of a bottle found under the floor of his garage, it was
made by and stamped Sampson Bennett Veterinary Surgeon Cambridge. John was
replacing the old concrete floor of his garage and further discoveries made by him are
reported elsewhere in this Journal.
Mike Petty has presented the Society with some press cuttings gleaned from his files,
1900, October 25th – A Thriplow labourer was summoned by William Stockbridge, a
chimney sweep, for stealing 13 walnuts, valued at 1 penny. PC Housden said he watched
some walnut trees in Peck’s Close; he saw defendant go to one of the trees, pick up
several walnuts and get over the fence where he was standing. He requested him to turn
out his pockets and 13 walnuts were discovered. A fine of 2s 6d was inflicted.
N.B. Bill Wittering suggests that by this judgement, is guilty of about £10 worth of
walnuts!!
Thanks to Daffodil Weekend Trust, the Society now owns a state-of-the-art slide
projector. It will be available to any bone fide organisation in the village who wishes to
borrow it, by permission from the secretary.
The Thriplow Landscape Research Group has finally produced their book of their
researches over the last seven years – Thriplow Time Trials – it is available from the shop.
Just in time for Christmas!
Compost Strangers; Inspecting his compost bin on an hot August day this year, Peter
Speak was surprised to find coiled on top, a mature grass snake. It uncoiled, and slipped
away, all two feet of it. Next day the snake was outside the bin sunning itself, but on
lifting the lid a lively mouse ran round the top! Was it trying to escape from the snake?
The next meeting is on Saturday February 12th 2005; The Restoration of Manor Farm, a
history and description of the restoration by Ian and Wendy Seaton and Shirley Wittering,
followed by supper. This evening is for members only; the cost has yet to be decided.
An excellent web site that includes details of many Cambridgeshire churches including
Thriplow is http://www.druidic.org/camchurch/index.htm
Thanks to Graham Marshall of Church Street for the gift of some fascinating items found
while metal detecting by the Whittlesford footpath. There are some coins, as yet
unidentified, some beads possibly Saxon, a buckle and other bronze items. A small but
interesting collection.

